Precious And Semi Precious Stones
That Attract Fortune
Introduction
Chinese believe that wearing of certain stones would bring them good fortune.
Jade is the most favored stone adorn not only to bring good luck to the wearer
but it also offers protection as well. For those gamblers who are ever hopeful
windfall, they may wear yellow gemstones –citrine, tiger eyes or yellow
sapphire. Some may even carry a pyrite doughnut together with a dollar coin in
their wallet. Green stones are for attracting wealth generated from career, and
they include not only jade but also emerald, peridot, aventurine, malachite, and
amazonite. Besides wearing them as semi-precious stones set in rings and
pendants, some of the tumbled stones (aventurine, malachite, and amazonite)
can be placed in cash registers to help enhance daily takings from retailed
businesses.
TYPES OF FORTUNE ATTRACTING STONES

AVENTURINE: Also known as Indian jade, like most
green stones, it carries the healing powers of the green
earth. Heals the heart by releasing emotional stress,
allowing reuniting of the healthy heart and soul.
Commonly has shiny silver or pyrite flecks enhancing
energy flow to other body areas. The aventurine is used
to strengthen mental powers and eyesight. Gamblers use
this stone to increase their luck. The all-round luck stone
will enhance your creative talents. For those doing
business, display an aventurine ball (more than 100 mm)
in left wealth corner of the shop unit opposite the
entrance to attract good business.
AGATE (Moss): The plant-like inclusions in the stone
improves circulation in blood and lymphatic systems. Aids
digestion and elimination are smoothened. The green
inclusions form a link to nature for our subconscious. Due
to its curious markings like trees or moss, it is a gardener’s
talisman. It is also used for spells for riches, happiness
and long life. A good companion with Moss Agate is
Amethyst which are strung into a Combo bracelet not only
to enhance money luck but afford excellent intuitive
abilities.
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AMAZONITE (Microcline):
Pale turquoise-colored mineral, it is visually soothing.
Synchronizes the heart and throat chakras. It also activates
thought energies as well for completely balanced
expression. Touted as gamblers’ lucky stone
B LOODSTONE: The green and red combination
grounds and cleanses the physical body and helps
with all blood disorders. Specific form of jasper with
the symbolic red spots imbued into green stone.
Provides mental balance and increases courage. A
great stone to connect the base and heart chakra.
Holding one during meditation causes surge of
energy from base chakra to the heart chakra.
Another good wealth attracting talisman which you
may place in the cash register together with your
cash takings.
CITRINE: Increases awareness and control of mind and emotions. Enhances
digestion and improves circulation of blood. A priced possession for Chinese
who believe it attracts windfall and offers protection
against negativity. Beware of citrine that is

replicated by heating amethyst at high
temperature turning its indigo colour to citrine
yellow.

DIAMOND: Clears crown chakra of mental and
physical blockages. Maintains spiritual unity and offers
protection from poisonous influences. It is a premier
conduit of spirituality. A King of all stones that brings
everlasting fortune to the wearer.
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EMERALD: A regal stone, it improves all heart
functions including love and kindness to others. Calms
mind and relieves eyestrain. A reliable wealth generating
stone. Brings luck to wearers.

JADE: Helps connect for dream work causing spiritual
learning with physical plane impact. Assists drawing on
past life wisdom especially related to the oriental
traditions. Has therapeutic effect on many glands and
organs and the circulatory system. A wealth stone, it also
offers protection to wearer.
LAPIS LAZULI: Provides mental calming and
enhances strength of will. Increases psychic ability and
allows for spiritual growth. Assists with the growth of
interpersonal relationships. Lapis was used extensively
in ancient Egypt. Commonly included with white calcite
or golden pyrite, both helping it to integrate the indigo
energy into body. The golden pyrite inclusion makes it a
wealth generating stone.
MALACHITE: Like Lapis, it is another ancient stone
which the Egyptians believed to have good protective
abilities. Placed directly on affected area to absorb illness
energies whether they are physical or emotional
problems. (Cleanse after use). Moves energy from the
higher planes and grounds it into the green earth. Used
in meditation or focused concentration, it brings out true
reality of the subject to the person. Helps generate good
fortune and career advancements .

Thank you for reading my article. I hope the
guidelines are helpful as to how to choose your
fortune stone for good luck and good fortune.

Master Anthony Leong
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